In this paper, we present a new approach to learning cascaded classi ers for use in computing environments that involve networks of heterogeneous and resource-constrained, low-power embedded compute and sensing nodes. We present a generalization of the classical linear detection cascade to the case of tree-structured cascades where di erent branches of the tree execute on di erent physical compute nodes in the network. Di erent nodes have access to di erent features, as well as access to potentially di erent computation and energy resources. We concentrate on the problem of jointly learning the parameters for all of the classi ers in the cascade given a xed cascade architecture and a known set of costs required to carry out the computation at each node. To accomplish the objective of joint learning of all detectors, we propose a novel approach to combining classi er outputs during training that better matches the hard cascade setting in which the learned system will be deployed. This work is motivated by research in the area of mobile health where energy e cient real time detectors integrating information from multiple wireless on-body sensors and a smart phone are needed for real-time monitoring and the delivery of just-in-time adaptive interventions. We evaluate our framework on mobile sensor-based human activity recognition and mobile health detector learning problems.
INTRODUCTION
The eld of mobile health or mHealth [9] aims to leverage recent advances in wearable on-body sensing technology and mobile computing to develop systems that can monitor health states and deliver just-in-time adaptive interventions [11] . These systems involve networks of heterogeneous on-body sensing devices that typically communicate wirelessly with a smart phone. Each device in the system typically has access to di erent sensor data streams and has di erent computational capabilities and energy resources. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. KDD'17, August 13-17, 2017, Halifax, NS, Canada. © 2017 ACM. 978-1-4503-4887-4/17/08. . . $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3097983.3098169 mHealth research currently targets a wide range of health problems including stress [13] , smoking [1, 17] , overeating [19] , and even drug use [7, 12] . These applications often use one or more wearable sensing devices including smart watches like the Samsung Gear or Pebble watch, and chest band sensors like the Zephyr BioHarness. These embedded devices have limited energy and compute resources due to their small form factors. The wearable sensors are linked with a smart phone (typically using Bluetooth) that has greater, but still limited, energy and compute resources. Time and energy costs are also incurred when transmitting data to the smart phone for aggregation.
However, current data analytics research in mHealth focuses almost exclusively on passive data collection followed by o ine data analysis based on common machine learning models and algorithms including support vector machines [5] and random forests [3] . This research on detection models implicitly assumes that features from all sensors are available simultaneously, that compute resources are unbounded, and that results do not need to be delivered in real time. While this research is an important rst step in establishing detector performance in the absence of real-world constraints, the development of practical systems that can support real-time monitoring and just-in-time-adaptive interventions while operating for long time periods in energy constrained computing environments requires an approach to data analytics that respects the inherent resource constraints of mHealth systems.
In this paper, we address the foundational problem of providing detector learning approaches for the mHealth domain that directly address the challenges imposed by data locality, energy limitations, and computational constraints. In particular, we propose a novel approach to learning cascaded classi ers for use in computing environments that involve networks of heterogeneous and resourceconstrained, low-power embedded compute and sensing nodes. We present a generalization of the classical linear detection cascade to the case of tree-structured cascades where di erent branches of the tree execute on di erent physical compute nodes in the network. We model the fact that di erent nodes have access to di erent features, as well as access to potentially di erent computation and energy resources. We concentrate on the problem of jointly learning the parameters for all of the classi ers in the cascade given a xed cascade architecture and a known set of costs required to carry out the computation at each stage in the cascade.
To accomplish the objective of joint learning of all detectors in a tree-structured cascade, we propose a novel approach to combining classi er outputs during training. Our approach can be seen as a signi cant generalization of the soft cascade learning framework [14] to the case of tree-structured cascades. We simultaneously modify the classi er combination and regularization functions to better match the hard cascade setting in which the learned system will be deployed. We refer to our general cascade learning approach, which also applies to classical linear cascades, as the Firm Cascade Framework to emphasize its goal of better modeling the hard decisions that occur when models are deployed.
We present experiments comparing our rm cascade framework to the soft cascade framework as well as to single-stage models using data from the smoking detection domain. This data set includes sensor data streams from both a wrist-worn actigraphy sensor and a respiration chest band sensor. We further investigate the performance of the proposed rm cascade framework on two activity recognition datasets. We explore a variety of cascade architectures including two and three stage linear cascades and tree-structured cascades. Our results show that tree-structured cascades with independent computation in di erent branches can be used in place of linear cascades in this domain with little loss of accuracy or computational e ciency. Our results also show that the rm cascade learning framework outperforms the soft cascade framework either in terms of accuracy or cost across a wide range of settings when used to train the same cascade architecture.
RELATED WORK
A classical linear classi er cascade is a collection of models that are applied in sequence to classify a data instance. In order for a data instance to be classi ed as positive, it must be classi ed as positive by all stages in the cascade. If any stage in the cascade rejects a data instance, processing of that instance immediately stops and it is classi ed as a negative instance. For highly class-imbalanced data, cascades can lead to substantial computational speedups.
Perhaps the most well-known work on classi er cascade learning is the Viola-Jones face detection framework [21] . This framework trains a classi cation model for each stage sequentially using a boosting algorithm [6] . Each stage is trained by boosting singlefeature threshold classi ers by training only on the positive examples propagated by the previous stage. The bias of the nal boosted model for each stage is then adjusted to minimize the number of false negatives. The Viola-Jones cascade can achieve real-time face detection by quickly rejecting the vast majority of sub-windows in an image that do not contain a face.
Subsequent work on boosting-based learning for cascades has focused on a number of shortcomings of the Viola-Jones cascade including extensions of adaboost for improved design of the cascade stages, joint training instead of greedy stage-wise training, and methods for learning optimal con gurations of a boosted cascade including the number of boosting rounds per stage and the number of total stages. Saberian et al. present an excellent discussion of this work [16] .
An alternative to boosting for cascade learning is the noisy-AND approach [10] . In this framework, the probability that an instance is classi ed as positive is given by the product of the output probabilities of an ensemble of probabilistic base classi ers (often logistic regression models). If any element of the ensemble predicts a negative label for a data instance, the instance will receive a negative label. The models in the ensemble are trained jointly using the cross-entropy loss applied to the product of their probabilities. For deployment as a cascade, the learned models must be placed in sequence in some way. A disadvantage of the noisy-AND approach is that there is no explicit penalization related to how many stages a data case propagates through before it is rejected as a negative example.
Raykar et al. proposed a modi cation to the noisy-AND approach that retains the cross-entropy/noisy-AND objective, but adds a penalty term to penalize the joint model based on the number of stages required to reject an example [14] . They refer to their approach as the "soft cascade. " The primary disadvantage of their approach is that the cascade is still operated using hard decisions once deployed. This is not well-matched to the training objective, which retains the noisy-AND classi er combination rule. Our rm cascade framework signi cantly generalizes the soft cascade framework of Raykar et al. to the case of tree-structured cascades. Our framework also simultaneously modi es the classi er combination and regularization functions to better match the hard cascade setting in which the learned system will be deployed.
Our proposed framework is also similar to recent work on formulations of cost-sensitive classi cation that seek to trade o feature extraction cost against accuracy. More speci cally, [20] and [22] consider a directed acyclic graph with feature/sensor subsets as nodes. Each node chooses whether to acquire features from a given sensor or to classify an instance using the available measurements. This problem is formulated as an empirical risk minimization problem for which an e cient algorithm based on dynamic programming is proposed in [22] . [25] o ers an extension of stage-wise regression to the feature extraction cost minimization problem and is applicable to either regression or multi-class classi cation. The Cost-Sensitive Cascade of Classi ers (CSCC) and Cost-Sensitive Tree of Classi ers (CSTC) frameworks [4, 23, 24] consider a similar setting with a set of linear classi ers used at nodes in a chain or tree with the goal of minimizing feature extraction costs while preserving accuracy. Our framework di ers from these in that the availability of features at given stages in our setting is dictated by external constraints imposed by the network topology of sensors and devices. We also focus on the trade-o between the total computational cost of classifying instances and classi cation accuracy, not just the cost of feature extraction/acquisition.
THE FIRM CASCADE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we rst develop the rm cascade framework for the classical case of a binary linear cascade. We then generalize the framework to the case of tree-structured binary cascades.
Linear Cascade Architecture
To begin, assume we wish to learn a soft linear cascade model consisting of L stages. We de ne a probabilistic classi er P l ( |x) for each stage l where x ∈ R D is the feature vector, and ∈ {0, 1} is the binary class label. We let the probabilistic output of the cascade be P * ( |x). In the noisy-AND and soft cascade frameworks described in the previous section, P * ( |x) is de ned as shown below: Our proposed rm cascade framework is based on an alternative combination rule that better re ects the idea that when a probabilistic cascade is operated in hard decision mode at deployment time, the output of each stage of the cascade gates the computation of the subsequent stage. In particular, for 1 ≤ l ≤ L − 1, a data case x is only passed from stage l to stage l + 1 of the cascade if P l ( |x) > 0.5, otherwise the data case is predicted to belong to class 0 and the computation halts at stage l. Our combination rule for a general linear cascade is given below. We use the shorthand p l = P l ( |x) to simplify the notation.
Equations 2 to 5 show that our proposed model takes the form of a mixture of experts [8] with highly specialized mixture weights. The e ect of these mixture weights is to place nearly all of the weight in the mixture either on the output of the rst stage in the cascade that classi es an instance as class 0, or on the output of the classi er in the last stage of the cascade. This is accomplished using the function α (p) shown in Equation 5 with a moderately large value of α. The function α (p) applies a normalized logistic nonlinearity to the input probability p to approximate the hard decision function I 0.5 (p) that is used at each stage of a linear cascade at deployment time (I 0.5 (p) = 1 if p > 0.5 and is 0 otherwise). 1 We show examples of the function α (p) for di erent values of α in Figure 1 . We can see that the function satis es α (0) = 0 and α (1) = 1 for all α due to the normalization term. As α increases, α (p) provides an increasingly accurate approximation to the hard step function I 0.5 (p) while remaining smooth and di erentiable. Importantly, this approximation is amenable for use with standard continuous optimization methods. In practice we use α = 32 in our experiments, but we observe broad insensitivity to the choice of this parameter (see Figure 4 and related experiments for details).
In Equation 6, we give an example of the explicit form of a three-stage linear cascade to further clarify the cascade design.
If the output of the rst stage p 1 is less than 0.5, α (p 1 ) will be close to zero and the output of the cascade will be P * ( |x) ≈ p 1 .
If the output of the rst stage is greater than 0.5, but the output of the second stage is less than 0.5, then α (p 1 ) will be close to 1 while α (p 2 ) will be close to 0 and the output of the cascade will be P * ( |x) ≈ p 2 . Finally, if both p 1 and p 2 are greater than 0.5, then both α (p 1 ) and α (p 2 ) will be close to 1 and the output of the cascade will be P * ( |x) ≈ p 3 . Thus, the probability output by the cascade will be approximately equal to either the output of the rst stage l to reject a data instance with p l < 0.5, or the output of the nal stage, p L . As noted previously, this model can be viewed as a self-gated mixture of experts since the usual independent gating function is replaced by a gating function based on the outputs of the experts themselves.
Unlike the majority of work on classi er cascade learning that assumes the same base classi er is applied at all stages using di erent features, we consider architectures where di erent stages can use di erent base classi ers with di erent computational requirements as well as di erent features with the idea that these classi ers will run on di erent physical devices with di erent computational and energy resources as well as access to di erent sensor data streams. When each stage in the cascade is either a logistic regression classi er or a feedforward neural network (multi-layer perceptron) with a logistic output, the complete rm cascade model can also be viewed as a single multi-layer neural network model with a specialized output non-linearity that performs a soft selection among the outputs of the models from the L stages.
The Tree-Structured Cascade Architecture
In this section, we generalize the linear cascade architecture described previously to the case of directed tree-structured cascades. The motivation for considering this extension is a deployment setting involving multiple heterogeneous sensing and computation devices all potentially operating in parallel. Each device runs its own linear cascade. If the cascade on a given device has positive output, then that device forwards its output and any needed features to the next device node in the directed tree (or produces a nal output). In the mHealth setting, the network typically consists of a collection of wearable sensors that communicate only with a smart phone. The underlying device network thus has a star topology. In this section, we focus on this particular device network architecture for concreteness, but the same components that we introduce could be used to design cascades with more complex tree structures.
To begin, we assume we have access to a total of D + 1 devices 1, ..., D +1 with device D +1 corresponding to the smart phone. Each device d runs a linear cascade with L d stages. We let the probability computed by the classi er at stage l on device d be P d l ( |x). We denote the output of the cascade for device d by P d
In hard decision mode, we assert logical-AND semantics when combining the nal outputs from devices 1 ≤ d ≤ D. This requires that all of the devices 1 ≤ d ≤ D predict that a data instance is positive in order for further processing to occur on device D + 1. During learning, we approximate the gating required by the logical-AND sematics using the combination function D d=1 α (p d * ) with α (p) de ned as in Equation 5 . If any of the probabilities p d * is less than 0.5, the combination will be much closer to 0 than a product of the raw probabilities p d * . Below, we de ne the nal output probability P * ( |x) for a basic tree-structured cascade based on this combination rule and the application of a further linear cascade operating on device D + 1.
We note that the form of the nal output probability P * ( |x) is similar to the linear cascade introduced in the previous section except for the e ect of its rst stage, which accomplishes the combination of the outputs from the previous D devices. As de ned in Equation 8 , θ 1 will be close to 1 if any of the rst D devices rejects the data instance. The probabilistic output of stage 1 of the cascade on device D + 1 is then de ned to be the noisy-AND of the probabilities of the rst D devices: p D+1
|x) for stages 2 ≤ l ≤ L D+1 on device D + 1 is de ned by the local model in that stage, as for our earlier linear cascade model. The mixture weights θ l for the later stages are also similar to the linear case, as seen in Equation 8, but include a D d=1 α (p d * ) term that models the fact that the outputs of all of the rst D devices need to be positive for further stages of the cascade on device D + 1 to run.
Learning Cascade Models
To learn the linear rm cascade model, we maximize the log likelihood of the cascade output P * ( |x) as de ned in Equation 2 (equivalent to minimizing the cross entropy loss), subject to a per-instance regularizer r ( n , x n ). The objective function is shown below where the data set is D = {( n , x n )|1 ≤ n ≤ N } and N is the number of data instances.
Again, with a large value of α, α (P l ( |x)) will be approximately 0 for stages that output values that are less than 0.5, and will be approximately 1 for stages that are greater than 0.5. Thus, this regularizer applies a penalty approximately equal to the total cost of executing the number of stages actually used in the cascade to classify a given instance, where κ l is the cost per stage. It is similar to the penalty function used in [14] , but is a better match to a hard cascade due to approximating the step function with the α () function.
To learn the tree-structured rm cascade model, we maximize the log likelihood of the nal tree-structured cascade output P * ( |x) as de ned in Equation 7 . We again apply a per-instance regularizer r ( n , x n ), which now has a more complex form due to the fact that we must take into account the cost of running multiple cascades on di erent devices in parallel. We let κ d l be the cost of running stage l of the classi er cascade for device d. The objective function is shown below where the data set is again D = {( n , x n )|1 ≤ n ≤ N }, N is the number of data instances, D + 1 is the number of devices, and L d is the number of stages per device d.
Unlike most earlier work on boosted cascades, there is a direct mapping between the features available at a given stage and the hardware that stage runs on, so there is much more limited exibility in the assignment of features to stages. The computational resources on a given device may also dictate the complexity of the classi cation models that can be run on that device. As a result, we focus on the problem of jointly optimizing the parameters of xed cascade architectures as opposed to automatically optimizing the cascade architecture itself (often referred to as the cascade design problem). In our experiments, we use either logistic regression models or neural network models at each stage in each cascade. We implement the framework in Theano [18] , which allows for rapid speci cation and testing of di erent cascade architectures. We use RMSProp to learn the model parameters by maximizing the appropriate (linear or tree-structured) objective function L(D).
Finally, we note that while the complete set of models used in a given cascade can be optimized jointly using the objective function described above, we can also exploit the fact that the models used in later stages of the cascade are often increasingly powerful to develop a reverse stage-wise initialization. Speci cally, for each device d, we initialize training by learning the models in reverse order from stage L d to stage 1, with the model for stage l being able to depend on the downstream performance of stages l + 1 to L d as well as models from device D + 1. We use this initialization combined with ne tuning the cascade using joint training in the experiments that follow.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results comparing our proposed rm cascade architecture to the soft cascade of [14] . We consider the problem of smoking pu detection from wearable sensor data [17] , and two di erent human activity recognition problems based on wearable sensor data [2, 15] .
Smoking Pu Detection
As a test bed, we rst use the Pu Marker smoking pu detection dataset from [17] , which is highly class imbalanced. In this domain, simple feature extraction and detection could run on the wearable sensors, while more complex feature extraction and detection functions must run on a smart phone. In the Pu Marker 2 data set, each 2 Note that we used the dataset exactly as explained in the Pu Marker paper. data case consists of 37 features. 19 features are computed from a respiratory inductance plethysmography sensor data stream, and 13 features are computed from accelerometer and gyroscope sensors on a wrist band. The remaining 5 features are computed from combinations of both wrist and respiration data. Overall, there are 3836 data cases in the Pu Marker dataset. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the example cascade architectures that we consider in the experiments. We compare a single-stage model C1 to several linear and tree-structured cascades C2 − C6. We train cascades C2 to C6 using both our rm cascade learning approach and the soft cascade approach. For cascades C5, and C6, when training using the soft cascade framework (which did not consider the case of tree-structured cascades) we apply the noisy-AND function over all nodes to obtain P * ( |x) and learn using an alternate version of our tree-based regularizer that uses the raw per-stage probabilities. This regularizer generalizes the original soft cascade regularizer to the case of trees without applying the gating function used in our rm cascade framework.
For the single-stage baseline model, we use a one-hidden-layer neural network (1LNN) with K = 10 hidden units and all 37 features. In all cascade models, we use logistic regression (LR) in the rst stage. For cascade models C2 and C3, in the rst stage, we consider 5 features obtained via the basis expansion Φ : [x, ] → [x, , x 2 , 2 , x ] applied to roll (x) and pitch ( ) features computed from the accelerometer data streams. This feature set is suggested by results in [17] . For C2, we use a one-hidden-layer neural network (1LNN) with K = 10 hidden units in the second stage. For the three-stage model C3, we use a one-layer neural network (1LNN) with K 1 = 3 hidden units as the second-stage classi er and a twolayer neural network (2LNN) with K 1 = 10 and K 2 = 20 hidden units as the third-stage classi er. All models in the second and third stages use logistic non-linearities and all 37 features. For the cascade model C4, we use LR in rst and second stages, where we use 13 wrist and 19 respiration features, respectively. In the third stage, we use a 1LNN with K = 10. For the tree cascade model C5, we use LR in both branches of the tree, and use the 13 wrist features in one branch, and the 19 respiration features in the other.
In the nal stage, we use a 1LNN with K = 10. For the tree cascade model C6, we use LR with 13 wrist features in the wrist branch and LR with 19 respiration features in the respiration branch. We use a 1NN with k 1 = 3 followed by a 2LNN with K 1 = 10 and K 2 = 20 on the nal device. Preliminary testing was used to identify the hidden layer sizes. Using larger hidden layer sizes tends to either result in lower accuracy due to over-tting or similar accuracy, but increased time. We assume a cost-per stage that is proportional to the compute time for each stage. We conducted these experiments using 8-fold strati ed cross validation to assess generalization and computation time performance. To compare models, the cost scaling parameter λ in our proposed rm cascade model and the soft cascade model was swept over a grid to produce a per-model speed-accuracy trade-o curve with the accuracy computed as the mean over the cross validation folds. For each model, we select the maximum accuracy point and assess the compute time required to achieve that result. The compute time that we use is the average time in seconds that each learned cascade needs to classify a test instance when operated in hard decision mode. Timing results are averaged over 10, 000 classi er evaluations 3 . We also compute the F1 score of the methods at the maximum accuracy point. All experiments were performed on 2.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-2440 CPU's.
The results are shown in Figure 3 including one-standard-error error bars. First, we can see that all of the cascaded models outperform the single-stage classi er in terms of mean classi cation time. When our approach is used to train the architecture C5, for example, we obtain a speedup of about 300% with a negligible impact on average F1 and a slight improvement in average accuracy relative to the single-stage model. We note that similar accuracy can be obtained using a single-stage two hidden layer neural network (not shown), but our model takes one quarter the time of this single-stage two hidden layer model. The soft cascade approach applied to C5 results in a learned model that requires about 40% more time to achieve slightly lower average accuracy and similar average F1 compared to our approach. Using a paired t-test over all folds and architectures con rms that our approach results in models that are statistically signi cantly faster than the soft cascade approach (p<0.01). A similar test applied to the accuracy results shows that our approach achieves statistically signi cant accuracy improvements (p<0.01). The F1 results are considerably more noisy and fail to achieve statistical signi cance despite being better on average.
In order to get a better sense of where the cost advantage of our proposed cascade model comes from compared to that of the soft cascade model framework, we take a closer look at the cascade model C5. We evaluate the number of cases passed through each stage (for the rst cross validation fold), which in turn dictates the computation time of the cascade. The rst branch of the soft cascade model passes 225 cases (out of 480 cases) through, whereas the second branch passes 282 cases through. The intersection of the two branches is a set of 136 cases, which all must run through the nal stage of the classi er. On the other hand, in our proposed cascade framework, 137 and 269 points are passed through from the rst and second branches, respectively. The intersection of the two branches is a set of only 86 cases, all of which must run through the nal stage of the classi er. Thus, the major factor in the lower cost of our cascade framework is the lower number of cases that propagate through all stages of the cascade.
We also conducted experiments on the C5 model on the Pu -Marker dataset (with a random train/test split of 3400/436 points) in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the α parameter. The results in these experiments were obtained when optimizing λ for values of α from the set {2 i : −2 ≤ i ≤ 10, i ∈ Z} ∪ {∞}, where setting the value of α = ∞ corresponds to the hard threshold gating function. As can be observed from the results shown in Figure 4 , moderate values of the parameter α ∈ {8, 16, 32} produce optimal results in terms of both accuracy and computation time. At smaller values of α (α < 8), we observe an increase in computation time. Note that at α = 0 the gating function is not de ned. On the other hand, α (p) tends to p for su ciently small (but non-zero) values of α (this can easily be shown via L'Hopital's rule). Hence, the performance is almost the same for su ciently small (but non-zero) values of α (results for α < 1 2 are virtually constant). On the other hand, as we increase the value of the parameter α (e.g. α ≥ 64), the accuracy of the model reduces gradually. Speci cally, the accuracy of the hard thresholding function (α = ∞) is substantially lower; one hypothesis for this behavior is that the gradient of the regularizer goes to zero everywhere (except at exactly p = 0.5 where it is unde ned) as α goes to ∞; hence, the regularizer does not contribute information to help improve the model.
As such, moderate values for the parameter α (e.g. between 8 and 32) produce optimal (and very similar) results for the C5 model on Pu Marker data set. We did not attempt to optimize the value of α for di erent cascade models as we expect this broad insensitivity to hold across models. Thus, the same value (α = 32) has been used in all the experiments on di erent datasets and over di erent cascade models. This xed value of α has been su cient to outperform the soft cascade in all of the models over di erent datasets. Further optimization of α would only improve results further.
Finally, we note that the computation time per RMSProp iteration for the rm cascade objective is three to four times longer than for the soft cascade objective when training the same cascade architecture. However, the rm cascade objective tends to converge three to four times faster than the soft cascade objective so that the total learning time is approximately the same for both approaches.
Human Activity Recognition
Next, we evaluate the performance of both the proposed rm cascade model and the soft cascade model on two activity recognition (AR) datasets. The rst AR dataset is the "Human Activity Recognition (HAR) using smartphones dataset" [2] , where 561 features are measured from the data captured by two sensors: an accelerometer and a gyroscope, and the sensors are connected to a smartphone. The experiments have been carried out with a group of 30 volunteers, where each volunteer performed six di erent activities: walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, and laying. The obtained dataset has a total of 10299 data cases. All results use 4-fold cross validation.
In our experiments on cascade models, we consider walking as the positive class and the rest of the activities as the negative class, in order to produce a binary classi cation problem with unbalanced classes. Here we focus on the cascade models C2 and C5, and compare the results against the single-stage 1LNN (with K = 10), corresponding to C1. In C2, we use a LR in the rst stage, and a 1LNN with K = 10 in the second stage. In addition, we restrict access to only the gyroscope features in the rst stage, but all the features are available in the second stage. In C5, similar to Pu Marker experiments, we have two branches, where each branch deploys the features generated by one of the sensors (accelerometer versus gyroscope). Finally, we have LR in the branches, whereas we use 1LNN with K = 10 in the second stage.
The performance of the rm and soft cascade frameworks for C1, C2, and C5 are shown in Figure 5 . In this gure, timing results are averaged over 1, 000 classi er evaluations. From the results for the C5 model, we can observe that the values of the accuracy for both rm and soft cascade framework are similar and virtually the same as the single-stage model. However, our rm cascade framework reduces the computation time more than the soft cascade framework for both C2 and C5. The reduction in computation time is again statistically signi cant (p<0.01).
The second AR dataset is the "PAMAP2 physical activity monitoring dataset" [15] . PAMAP2 is recorded from 9 subjects. Subjects wore three inertial measurement units (attached to hand, ankle, and chest) and a heart rate monitor while performing 18 di erent activities. We consider the intensity estimation task de ned in [15] , where the activities are grouped according to their intensities. More speci cally, we consider the vigorous activities (ascending stairs, running, and rope jumping) as the positive class, and the remaining activities (light and moderate activities) as the negative class. From the dataset and the description of the features in [15] , we reproduced 119 features obtained from the three measurement units and the heart rate monitor. For our experiments on cascade models, we picked a random subset of 12, 000 data cases and used 6-fold cross validation. Since in PAMAP2 we have four sensors, we use the C5 model with 4 branches, where each branch employs the features generated from one of the sensors. We use LR classi ers in the rst-stage classi ers (i.e. classi ers in the four branches of the cascade), and a 1LNN with K = 30 in the second stage. The performance of the rm and soft cascade frameworks for C1 and C5 are shown in Figure 6 . Again, timing results are averaged over 1, 000 classi er evaluations. From this gure, we see that the best accuracy obtained from both rm and soft cascade frameworks are the same, but in terms of computational time, our proposed cascade framework performs substantially better. The reduction in computation time is again statistically signi cant (p<0.01). 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced a new approach to cascaded classi er learning using a cascade learning objective that better matches the hard decisions that are made when the learned cascade is deployed in practice. Our results indicate that our approach can lead to signi cant improvements in terms of accuracy/F1-score and computational time over the soft cascade (and noisy-AND approach) on di erent data sets and cascade architectures. This will enabling real-time data analytics on resource-constrained networks of devices with improved accuracy and/or lower cost. In terms of future work, we plan to develop improved cost models for the devices that we intend to deploy cascades on. The current experiments use computation time as proxy, but real applications need to consider a more general energy-based cost model that takes into consideration the cost of sensing, computing, and communicating across devices. Second, we intend to deploy the learned smoking detection models on actual hardware to assess the performance of the end-to-end system. We also plan to expand the application of the proposed architecture to other application domains and other model types. Of particular interest are more computationally intensive structured prediction-based models (for example, conditional random eld models). An interesting direction is to consider adding a cloud-based stage to the architecture with much greater compute power and no resource constraints to run such models. While communicating with cloud-based computational resources over WiFi or cellular networks can be prohibitively expensive if all data must be streamed to the cloud, transmitting a small volume of cases at the end of our current cascades would be much more realistic. Finally, we note that the problem of automatically con guring a tree-structured cascade given a graph of the underlying network architecture is an interesting challenge that could further improve the speed-accuracy trade-o we have already demonstrated.
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